HOMOLOGY CLASSES IN CP'
Let e,, e, , . . . , e, be the standard generators of Hz (Gz # (#. CP')) (so that e,.e, = -1).
1.1. THEOREM. For any integers 1, m and n with 1 >, 3, 0 < m d n and m < l2 + 1, the element y = (21+ 1) e, + Cr= 1 2ei in H, ( cp2 # (#, CP')) cannot be represented by a normally immersed sphere with less than 1' + 1 -m + 1 negative kinks.
Note in particular that when m = n = 0 we have a lower bound on the number of kinks in any sphere representing any particular odd class in II, ( 3').
Proof. We will show, via algebra similar to Kuga's [6] , that when m = I2 + 1 we cannot represent y by an embedded sphere. First we demonstrate that this implies the general case. Suppose Theorem 1.1 is false, i.e. there is a sphere representing y with fewer than l2 + 1 -m + 1 negative kinks. We may remove each positive kink by "blowing up a CP2". This operation is described carefully in Kuga (section 3) and in 153 (section 3). Basically, we connected sum with CP2. We then eliminate the kink by tubing our sphere into two copies of + CP'. Since the kink was positive, the copies of f CP' will have opposite orientations. Thus, we do not change the homology class of our immersed sphere. We now have a counterexample with no positive kinks (for a larger value of n).
Next we eliminate each negative kink by the same procedure. This time we tube into two copies of + CP' in CP'. Thus, our homology class is changed by twice a generator of the homology of the new CP 2. Hence, eliminating all negative kinks yields an embedded counterexample with larger values of both m and n. (Note that by hypothesis we had no more than 1' + 1 -m negative kinks; adding this to m does not disturb the hypothesis that m < l2 + 1.)
Finally, suppose we still have m < 1' + 1. We change this to equality by adding more CP2's. Twice the generator of each CP2 is represented by an embedded sphere; tube these into our original sphere until we obtain m = 1' + 1. This completes our preliminary argument; any counterexample to Theorem 1.1 gives an embedded counterexample with m = l2 + 1.
We now obtain a contradiction from Donaldson's theorem. Note that 7.7 = -(21+ 1)2 +4m= -1, so we may "blow down" our embedded sphere representing y. Specifically, we remove a tubular neighborhood of y (a ( -1)-Hopf bundle) and glue in a 4-ball to obtain a smooth closed l-connected 4-manifold whose intersection form is positive definite and equals y', the orthogonal complement of y in H, ( cP2 # (.#, CP2)). (See Kuga or [S] for details). We will show algebraically that y' is nonstandard, contradicting Donaldson's theorem.
Our algebra now parallels Kuga. We may assume m = n, for if not, we may split off n -m trivial (1) summands. We next show that under these hypotheses -y' has no elements with square equal to one, completing the proof. This is equivalent to showing that there is no a in I-Z, ( @' # (#, CP')) satisfying the equations a.y = 0 and a.a = 1. Writing a = ae, f ET= 1 biei, these equations become We will show that this system of equations has no integer solution.
Since the negative of a solution is also a solution, it suffices to assume a > 0. Furthermore, we cannot have a = 0, otherwise the second equation shows that exactly one bi is nonzero, contradicting the first equation. We also have X:!,l>') b, < Z:i(i+," bf (for integers), so equations (1) give (21+l)ad2(1+a2), or 2a2-(21+1)a+2>0. Since 123, this inequality is false for both a = 1 and a = 1, hence, for 1 d a < 1. Since a > 1, this implies a31+1.
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (using the vectors (b,, . . . , b,) and (2, . . . ,2) in Iwm) and equations (1) imply (21+ 1)2 a2 =4(Cf'~+11'bi)2~41(1+1)~~(~~1)b~ =41(1+1)(1+a'). Comparing the two terms involving a, we find a2 d 41(1+ 1) < (21+ 1)2, so a -C 21+ 1.
Combining this with the last paragraph, we have 1+1 GaG221.
We now resort to a trick. Note that for any real x,
In particular, consider x = 2a/(21+ 1). Plugging this in, we get Cf'~" (bi -X)2 = l-~ < 1.
Hence, each term in the summation must be less than one. Since the bounds (2) on a show that 1 < x < 2, it follows that each bi must equal 1 or 2. Let T be the number of bi which equal 2; then the number of bi which equal 1 is 1 (l+ 1) -r. Equations (1) 
CAS!SON HANDLES
We begin with an invariant. Let V be a smooth oriented 4-manifold and C a smoothly embedded circle in dV with C nullhomotopic in V (e.g. ( V, C) = a Casson handle CH). Consider all normally immersed disks in V which span C. Let k, = k, ( V, C) be the minimum over all such disks of the number of positive kinks in a disk. Similarly, let k_ ( V, C) be the minimum number of negative kinks in a spanning disk.
Definition. The kinkiness k (V, C) is the ordered pair (k, , k_ ) described above. This is clearly an oriented diffeomorphism invariant of ( V, C). Furthermore, an inclusion (V, C) c ( V, C) implies k, (U, C) 3 k, ( V, C) and similarly for k_. Note that k, and kmay not necessarily be realized by the same disk (e.g. k (I?, figure-eight knot) = (0,O)).
For Casson handles (or towers) we also use the following nota$on. Recall tha_t Casson handles come with canonical kinky handle decompositions. Let k, (CH) (resp. k-(CH)) denote the number of positive (resp. negative) kinks in the first stage core disk of CH. Let i (CH) = (&+, i_ ). Note that k, (CH) G i+ (CH). It is not known if l (CH) is a diffeomorphism invariant. Let CH,,, be the piece with i_ (CH,.,) = n. Then also k-(CH,,,) = n, for if it were less, we could construct a spanning disk for CH with less than L_ (CH) kinks. Now define CH,, ,, to be CH,,, with reversed orientation. (Note that orientation reversal interchanges k, and k_.) Finally, construct CH,,,(m, n # 0) by gluing together CH,,, and CHe,. along the boundary (by the reverse of the above cutting procedure). This operation satisfies the following rule: k, (CH,,,) < k, (CH,,,) < k, (CH,,,)+ k, (CH,..). The second inequality is clear; the first follows from the embedding CH,,,q CH,.,. (We obtain this embedding by adding tiny kinks to the first stage core of CH,, 0, or by considering CH,,, and CH,,, as smooth 2-handles minus certain generalized cones on Whitehead continua.) Since k, (CH,.,) = 0, we have k, (CH,,.) = k + (CH,,,) = m. The theorem is now clear. QED 2.3. Remark. We may arrange for no two ends of CH,,, to be diffeomorphic, in the following sense: If any neighborhood U of the end of CH,,, maps diffeomorphically to a similar neighborhood in CH,.,,. by a map which preserves orientation, sends the end of CH,,, to the end of CH,.,,., and sends a meridian of the attaching circle of CH,,,, in dU to a similar meridian in CH,..,., then necessarily (m, n) = (m', n').
To prove this, first check that such a map gives a diffeomorphism 4 between a neighborhood V of (end u 13) of CH,,, and a similar neighborhood in CH,,,,,, and this diffeomorphism preserves the attaching circles. Now suppose, for example, that n' < n. Tracing through the proof that k_ (CH,,,,) = n, we find that CH,,, embeds in CH,,,_which is part of a larger Casson handle CH embedded in a certain closed manifold A4 so that k _ (CH) is minimal. Delete CH,,, -V from M, and patch the hole with CH,,,,,!,, gluing via the diffeomorphism (b. This allows us to construct a sphere with less than k_ (CH) negative kinks. We may have changed the diffeomorphism type of M, but the algebra for Theorem 1.1 only depends on homotopy type. Thus, in Lemma 2.2 we could have minimized '; _ (CH) over the entire homotopy classes of b)p2 # (#, CP2), in which case we would have a contradiction.
TOPOLOGICAL DISKS
We will construct an invariant describing topologically embedded disks in smooth 4-manifolds. First, we need a suitable equivalence relation between such disks.
For i = 1,2 let Mi be a smooth oriented Cmanifold containing Di, a topologically embedded disk, with int Di c int Mj and aD, a smooth submanifold of dMi. (We will call such disks TOP normally embedded). We will consider these disks to be equivalent if they "have diffeomorphic small neighborhoods". Thus, two disks are myopically equivalent if we cannot tell them apart without glasses. This is a rather weak equivalence relation. For example, iff: D2 + 88' is any continuous function withfJaD2 smooth, then the graph offin D2 x R2 is myopically equivalent to any smoothly embedded disk. It can also be shown that the cone on the double of any slice knot is myopically equivalent to a smooth disk, even though it is locally knotted.
Consider (0, do) c (M, a&f), TOP normally embedded. Let { Vi: iE Z+} be a system of neighborhoods for D; i.e. with D c Vi c Vi _ , for all i, and any neighborhood of D containing some Vi.. Let ki = k (Vi, aD)E Z+ x Z+. Since the Vi are nested, the sequence {ki} is nondecreasing in each component.
Definition. The kinkiness k (D) is lim,,, ki, an ordered pair (k +, k_) of elements of z+ u{cof. This is independent of the neighborhood system, since any two systems are cofinal. Similarly, one may check that kinkiness of disks is preserved by myopic equivalences.
Note that for any neighborhood V of D we have k + (D) 2 k + (V, 8D) (and similarly for k_). If k, (D) is finite there is a V for which equality holds, and any smaller neighborhood must also have this property. Note also that kinkiness is not preserved by topological ambient isotopy. In particular, let CH be any Casson handle with nonzero kinkiness. Quinn ([7] , Proposition 2.2.4) shows that CH may be smoothly embedded in a standard 2-handle in such a way that the 2-handle core may be ambiently isotoped into CH. This isotopy clearly changes the kinkiness of the core disk.
Recall that Freedman [4] shows that any Casson handle is'homeomorphic to a standard open 2-handle D2 x R2.
Definitions. In a Casson handle CH, a disk D spanning the attaching circle will be called a Here is an outline of his argument: Freedman's decomposition of CH includes a "central gap" G, attached to the attaching circle of CH by an annulus A. G u A is the intersection of a sequence of towers (T': i E E+ l, which are constructed by his reimbedding theory. These towers are used to show that G is smoothly cellular; thus, we may collapse G to a point and extend the smoothing over this point, dbtaining a manifold CH/G diffeomorphic to CH. The annulus A is collapsed to an almost smooth disk A in CH/G. The remainder of the argument shows that A is in fact a Freedman disk. Now note that the sets {int T'/G) in CHjG form a neighborhood system for A which we may use to compute k(A). By cellularity of G, each T'/G is (oriented) diffeomorphic to T'. But T' was constructed by Freedman's reimbedding proced_ure. The cores of the first few stages of T' agree -with those of CH; in particular, k(T') = k (CH). Thus k, (A) < i+ (CH) and k_(A) < k_ (CH). QED . We obtain i,,, by deleting p from CH, ". Specifically, choose a homeomorphism (CH,,,, D,,,,) z (II2 x R2, D2 x 0). Restrict to the interior to obtain a homeomorphism h: (int CH,,,, int D,,,) -* (Iw*, R2) (the standard pair). An easy engulfing argument gives a diffeomorphism $J: int CH, n + R*. We may assume h ( p) = 4 ( p) = 0. By the Stable Homeomorphism Theorem of Qbinn [7] 40 h-' is isotopic to 1 R. (fixing 0). The map i,. n is defined by $0 h-' 1 Iw2 -0 (into R* -0). (The image of i,,, is a smooth surface, so we may easily arrange for i, n to be a smooth map.)
The pair ( lR* -0, i, n ( R2 -0)) is diffeomorpdic to (int CH, n -p, int D, n -p) (where (CH,,,, Do, ,,) = (0' x d2, D2 x 0)). These are all distinct, by an ar'gument similar to Remark 2.3. Alternatively, note that we may reconstruct CH, " from its interior, provided that we know where the end of int D,,,. is. (Glue on [O, 1) x s'l x D2 by identifying (0, 1) x S' x D2 with a tubular neighborhood of the end of int D,,J. QED 4.2. Remark. Suppose we one-point compactify the outside end of( Iw* -0, i,,, ( (w2 -0)) to obtain an almost smooth embedding R2 + R*. It can be shown that this embedding is homotopic to a smooth embedding via a homotopy with arbitrarily small support. This shows that there are no end-reversing diffeomorphisms as in Theorem 4.1 (except for i,.,).
